PROPERTY

PROPERTY PROBLEMS SOLVED
This month, Avv. Fabio Pucciarelli looks at the legal provisions
that apply to spouses living or owning property abroad, in order to
prevent any unwelcome surprises
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each other according to the law of
law of the place of the owner’s domicile, while
their own country, decide to buy a
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property abroad or to live permanently in another
regarded as being subject to the law of the country
country, it is inevitable that some questions will
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arise. What happens to their status as a married
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couple? Which legislative provisions will govern
So, if a British couple decide to buy and live in
their ownership of a property abroad? What if
a house in Italy, the logical conclusion is that they
they each have a different nationality? Under
will hold the property in common, community of
Italian law, both the personal and economic
property being a typically Italian legal device, the
relationships of a married couple are governed by
related rules of which are unexpected for most
the law of the country of which they are citizens.
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all aspects of property purchase
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relationship makes it clear that in the process of
renting of the house, and the reasons for the
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winding up of a joint ownership.
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signing of a notarial deed is a complex course
this is less unusual than might be thought – other
of action that requires the assistance of skilled
authorities are of the opinion that it is sensible to
professionals. The best way to avoid legal situations
consider the place where the marriage was conwith which foreigners may find difficulty reconciling themselves would
tracted as the place of common residence, but only when the location
be a reformation of Italian law in this regard, which would be very
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welcome from the perspective of the European Union.
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